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Band-limited single-carrier signals, even with a phase-shift keying (PSK) constellation, suﬀer from relatively high peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR) when a narrow pulse-shaping filter is used at the transmitter. In our recent work, an application of trellis
shaping (TS) has been studied extensively for the purpose of reducing PAPR of band-limited single-carrier PSK signals, and it has
been shown that a nearly constant envelope signal can be generated even with the use of nearly rectangular pulse-shaping filter. In
this paper, we first demonstrate that the uncoded bit error rate (BER) and PAPR reduction capability of the TS considerably depend
on the bit labeling. We then propose a new bit labeling for high-order PSK constellation that can eﬃciently reduce PAPR while
achieving BER performance comparable to that of Gray labeling. Finally, the BER of each constellation is theoretically analyzed
and compared with the simulation results.
1. Introduction
Power and bandwidth eﬃciencies have been two important
factors in wireless communications systems. In general,
strictly band-limited signals suﬀer from high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR). Linear amplification of high
PAPR signals requires a large backoﬀ operation of power
amplifier, which results in a considerable penalty in terms of
power eﬃciency. Therefore, there is a tradeoﬀ between band-
width eﬃciency and power consumption at the transmitter.
Single-carrier signals have been adopted for the uplink of
next generation communications [1] mainly due to its low
PAPR property compared to multicarrier signals. However,
if the bandwidth of the generated signal is severely limited
by the use of narrow pulse-shaping filter, its envelope also
experiences considerable fluctuation, resulting in high PAPR.
Therefore, in this case, reduction of PAPR is also critical.
A PAPR problem of single-carrier systems has been stud-
ied and several PAPR reduction schemes have been proposed
in the literature [2–5]. For example, in [2], an adaptive peak
suppression scheme is proposed for controlling peak power
of band-limited PSK signals. This is achieved by introducing
intentional amplitude fluctuation, which causes some loss in
terms of required average power [2]. More recently, in [4],
PAPR properties of single-carrier frequency divisionmultiple
access (SC-FDMA) signal have been studied in the frame-
work of space-frequency block codes (SFBC) and a mapping
scheme that can avoid additional PAPR increase due to the
use of SFBC has been proposed. In [5], PAPR properties
of continuous phase modulation (CPM) combined with
single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) have
been investigated and an approach for maintaining phase
continuity that guarantees constant envelope is proposed.
The trellis shaping (TS) [6] is a constellation-shaping
method that can control symbol sequences by using the
structure of convolutional (or trellis) codes and the Viterbi
algorithm (VA) at the transmitter. Originally, TS was intro-
duced in order to reduce the average power of quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) signals by controlling symbol
sequences. Later, its application to PAPR reduction of a
single-carrier systemwas studied in [7].More recently, in [8],
it has been shown that a carefully designed TS is capable of
generating near constant envelope for PSK signaling even if a
very narrow pulse-shaping filter is employed.
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In this paper, we focus on the TS approach proposed in
[8], since it can achieve both high bandwidth eﬃciency and
near constant envelope for single-carrier systems. Although
its envelope is not strictly constant as that of CPM [5], it is
a linear modulation and thus the complexity of the receiver
will be lower than that of CPMwith a comparable bandwidth
eﬃciency.
The main objective of this paper is to reveal the eﬀects
of bit labeling on the performance of the TS with high-
order PSK constellations. As is well known, Gray labeling is
preferable for uncoded PSK, since it minimizes the number
of the bit errors associated with the dominant symbol error
event and thus can minimize the bit error rate (BER).
However, as we will demonstrate, Gray labeling may not be
suitable for eﬀective PAPR reduction based on the TS. On
the other hand, natural labeling turns out to be eﬀective for
PAPR reduction, but it results in poorer BER performance
compared to that of Gray mapping. Therefore, we propose
a new bit labeling, referred to as a double-Gray (D-Gray)
labeling, that can balance the two labelings. This new
labeling is able to eﬃciently reduce PAPR while achieving
BER performance comparable to that of Gray labeling. We
confirm the eﬀectiveness of the new labeling based on the
theoretical BER analysis together with computer simulations.
We note that bit labeling itself has been extensively
studied in the literature; to list a few recent examples,
optimization of the bit labeling of various constellations
has been studied in [9, 10]. Joint optimization of signal
constellation and bit labeling is proposed in [11] for
bit-interleaved coded modulation with iterative decoding
(BICM-ID) [12]. A constellation labeling that improves the
error floor associated with iterative decoding is proposed in
[13].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
principle of TS with PAPR reduction for single-carrier
systems and its associated notations are briefly reviewed.
Eﬀects of bit labeling on the TS are studied and a new bit
labeling is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 presents several
simulation results that will confirm the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed labeling. The uncoded TS system generally causes
performance degradation in terms of BER compared with
that without shaping due to the syndrome operation at the
receiver, and this eﬀect is theoretically analyzed in Section 5.
Finally, concluding remarks and future work are given in
Section 6.
2. Trellis Shaping
Figure 1 is a general system model of trellis shaping, where
Gs is a generator matrix of a convolutional code, HTs is the
corresponding syndrome former matrix, and (H−1s )
T is its
left inverse matrix. We assume that Gs is a 1× ns matrix and
thus HTs is an ns × (ns − 1) matrix. The inverse matrix is thus





HTs = I, (1)
where 0 denotes a zero vector and I is an identity matrix.
At the transmitter, an input information sequence b
is divided into a sequence of shaping bits s and that of
nonshaping bits u. The shaping bits s are encoded by the left




This shaping process introduces one bit redundancy in s and
at this stage, one may add arbitrary codeword of Gs to s˜.
Specifically, v = xGs can be added in modulo-2 manner
to s˜, where x is an arbitrary bit sequence. This sequence
z = s˜ + v together with a sequence of nonshaping bits u
may determine, based on some bit labeling, the resulting PSK
symbol sequence S = {Sl,−∞ < l < ∞} to be transmitted.
At the receiver, the received estimate symbol sequence Ŝ is
divided into ẑ and û, and the original shaping bits s can be
recovered simply by multiplying ẑ with HTs , since ẑ H
T
s = s as
long as ẑ = z [6].




Slg(t − lTs), (3)
where Ts is the Nyquist symbol interval and g(t) is the pulse-
shaping filter. Our objective is to choose v (or x) such that the
resulting dynamic range of the signal envelope, that is, |s(t)|,
has a low peak value.
2.1. External Memories. For peak power reduction of linearly
modulated and pulse-shaped signals, we have to consider not
only the present symbol, but also the previously generated
symbols, since the symbol dynamic range is determined by
the multiple consecutive symbol patterns over the eﬀective
length of the impulse response of pulse shaping filter.
To this end, we introduce external memories [7] such
that the past symbols can be taken into account for metric
calculation of the peak power associated with the present
symbol. As a specific example, let us consider the basic code
generator in Figure 2(a). The corresponding code generator
with mex = 3 external memories is depicted in Figure 2(b).
By adding mex external memories, we can jointly consider
the present symbol and the past mex symbols for codeword
selection. By filtering the set of these candidate symbols, we
can calculate the peak power of the signal in this particular
symbol interval (referred to as a partial signal [8]).
In general, if the convolutional code has a ν-bit memory,
it has 2ν trellis states. The number of the resulting trellis states
combined withmex external memories is thus given by 2ν+mex .
Increasing mex enhances signal control capability and thus
results in higher PAPR reduction. However, the price for this
is the increased complexity at the transmitter as shown in [8].
2.2. Branch Metrics. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that an eﬀective length of the pulse-shaping filter g(t),
denoted by Ks, is even. Here, we assume





Ts ≤ t. (4)



































































Figure 2: Construction example of code generator. (a) Code
generator (ν = 2). (b) Code generator with external memories
(mex = 3).
Due to the filtering process, the pulse-shaped signal for
a given Nyquist symbol interval is determined by the Ks
consecutive symbols (i.e., {Sl−(Ks−1), . . . , Sl}).
The output signal sample s[n] = s(nΔt) of the pulse










Sn/Ns , n is multiple of Ns,
0, otherwise,
(6)
and Ns is an oversampling factor.
In this paper, we use the limiter method [8] for branch
metric calculation. In this method, we first set a predeter-
mined threshold power pmax. The branch metric is the total
normalized instantaneous power that exceeds this threshold
power. For a given normalized instantaneous power p, the




) = max(p − pmax, 0
)
. (7)
This ensures that the Viterbi decoder at the transmitter
searches the codeword that minimizes the instantaneous
power |s[n]|2 that lies above a given threshold pmax.
3. Bit-Labeling Design for Trellis Shaping
In the TS framework, the shaping and nonshaping bits
are combined to form one PSK symbol, and bit labeling
patterns determine how these bits are mapped onto a
PSK symbol. Two commonly considered bit labelings in
the communication system literature are Gray labeling and
natural labeling; Gray labeling is formed such that any two
neighboring signal points are diﬀerent only in one bit. In
the case of natural labeling, binary codes are allocated in a
sequential order to the PSK signal points.
3.1. Desirable Bit Labeling from PAPR Reduction Perspective.
In the TS system described in the previous section, the PAPR
reduction capability strongly depends on the labeling of the

































Figure 3: Two signal arrangement examples with Gray labeling 16-PSK where the nonshaping bits are 11. (a) The shaping bits choose the

































Figure 4: Two signal arrangement examples with Gray labeling 16-PSK where the nonshaping bits are fixed. In both cases, the shaping bits
choose the most significant bits (MSB). (a) The nonshaping bits are 11. (b) The nonshaping bits are 10.
shaping bits. We first elucidate this fact by the following
specific example.
Let us consider the case of 16-PSK, where each symbol
carries log216= 4 bits. Recalling that shaping bits are gener-
ated by (2), where the syndrome former is (ns − 1)× ns, only
ns out of these 4 constituent bits will be controllable by the
TS, suggesting that the PAPR control performance depends
on the location where these ns bits are mapped.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show two examples of possible
16-PSK bit labelings, where ns = 2 and the two remaining
nonshaping bits are given as 11. Both of these two examples
are based on Gray labeling, but the shaping bits in the left
side choose the most significant bits (MSB) whereas those in
the right side choose the least significant bits (LSB).
We can observe from these two examples that there is a
wider range of selectable phases in the left bit labeling than
in the right one: while the left bit labeling generates 2ns = 4
possible signal points almost equally spaced in the circle, all
selectable points in the right bit labeling are located within a
quadrant. In other words, there is more degree of freedom in
selecting a phase of a symbol in the left labeling, and thus it
can eliminate undesired consecutive phase patterns that will
lead to the occurrence of high PAPR with higher probability.
Nevertheless, even if one adopts Gray labeling and two
shaping bits select the MSB as in Figure 3(a), this does not
guarantee that all the shaping bit patterns have this desirable
(most separable) property. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), the
diﬀerent cases of nonshaping bit patterns are plotted with
Gray labeling where nonshaping bits are given as 11 in the
left side (same as Figure 3(a)) whereas they are given as 10
in the right side. As one can observe, in the case of the right
side, the most separable property is not preserved; the two
neighboring candidates are located in a similar phase so that
the range of selectable phases is in eﬀect reduced. For this
reason, a bit labeling for eﬃcient PAPR reduction is the one
that has candidates equally-spaced over the constellation for
any combination of nonshaping bits.
From this perspective, the most suitable bit labeling can
be depicted in Figure 5 (where the shaping bits chooseMSB).
By inspection, the bit labeling in this figure is identified as a
natural labeling, which may have the best PAPR reduction
capability.















Figure 5: Bit labeling with equally spaced candidate signal points
for any combinations of nonshaping bits. (The shaping bits choose
MSB.)
3.2. Desirable Bit Labeling from BER Performance Perspective.
In the uncoded system, it is well known that Gray labeling
results in lower BER than other labelings in general since
even if the transmitted symbol is received as the nearest
neighbor signal point erroneously, it only causes one bit
error. On the other hand, with natural labeling, one symbol
error to the adjacent signal points may cause the maximum
possible number of bit errors (e.g., 0000 → 1111) in the
worst case as observed in Figure 5.
As a figure of merit for BER performance, we consider
the Hamming distance for a given bit labeling. Let Ak =
(Ak,0 Ak,1 · · · Ak,m−1), where Ak,i ∈ {0, 1}, denote a binary
vector notation (labeling) of the kth signal point of M-ary
PSK symbol, where m = log2M. The Hamming distance









where d(x, y) = x ⊕ y and ⊕ denotes an exclusive OR
operation.
We define the average Hamming distance as the average
number of bit errors caused by the symbol error from one






where Ak and Ak+1 are a distinct pair of the two neighboring











where the subscript i refers to the bit position of the binary
vector Ak. This measure will be used for precise BER analysis





If the symbol error from one signal point to its adjacent
signal points occurs, the average number of bit errors
associated with this symbol error event is determined by dh,av.
For a high signal-noise ratio (SNR) region, this symbol error
event is dominant. In this case, the probability of a symbol










where Es is the signal energy per PSK symbol and N0 is
the one-sided power spectral density of an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. Since adjoining symbols
diﬀer in dh,av bits out of the m constituent bits on average,




Therefore, smaller dh,av results in better BER perfor-






1, for Gray labeling,
2− 2
M
, for natural labeling.
(14)
From (13), we observe that as M increases the performance
gap (asymptotic for high SNR) between Gray and natural
labelings approaches a factor of 2. Therefore, even though
natural labeling is expected to have PAPR reduction capabil-
ity superior to Gray labeling, it also has inferior uncoded BER
performance compared to Gray labeling. This observation
motivates us to propose a new labeling given in the next
subsection.
3.3. A New Labeling: Double Gray Labeling. As we have
seen, there is a trade-oﬀ between PAPR control capability
(i.e., constellation separability within subset) and BER
performance (average Hamming distance). The desirable
labeling is the one that oﬀers good constellation separability
while maintaining small average Hamming distance.
In order to balance between PAPR control capability
and BER degradation, we propose a new signal bit labeling
which will be referred to as a double Gray labeling (D-
Gray). The basic idea is to arrange the constellation such that
both shaping bits and nonshaping bits form a Gray labeling
property within their subsets, and to combine them such
that the resulting constellation has small average Hamming
distance. A 16-PSK example procedure for constructing this
D-Gray labeling is illustrated in Figure 6(a). As shown in
this figure, we first form a set of Gray labeling of size ns for
shaping bits, and another Gray labeling set of size m − ns
for nonshaping bits. We then combine them such that any
two neighboring signal points located in adjacent shaping
bit subsets (A-B, B-C, C-D, and D-A) have at most two-bit
diﬀerences as shown in Figure 6(b).
In this bit labeling, PAPR reduction capability is the
same as that of natural labeling by comparing Figures 5 and
6(b). On the other hand, the Hamming distances between













































Figure 6: D-Gray labeling example for 16-PSK (ns = 2). (a) Construction procedure. (b) D-Gray labeling where the shaping bits choose
MSB (one of the regions A, B, C, and D).
neighboring signal points are guaranteed to be either 1 or 2
and thus
dh,av = 1 · (M − 2
ns) + 2 · 2ns
M
= 1 + 2
ns
M
, for D-Gray labeling.
(15)
In the case of the above 16-PSK example, the average
Hamming distance of this bit labeling is calculated to be
1.50, which is smaller than that of natural labeling (i.e.,
1.88). Furthermore, comparing (15) with (14) in the BER
expression of (13), we observe that as M increases for a
fixed ns, the BER of D-Gray labeling approaches that of
Gray labeling, which is asymptotically half of that of natural
labeling.
4. Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the TS with
the proposed labeling as well as conventional labelings in
terms of PAPR reduction capability and BER performance
through computer simulations. We choose 32-PSK as an
example in all the simulation results for trellis shaping, but
similar results have been obtained for the PSK with other
orders as long as M ≥ 16. For fair comparison, we also
evaluate the performance of unshaped 16-PSK system. This
is because unshaped 16-PSK symbol and trellis-shaped 32-
PSK symbol carry the same amount of information bits
(i.e., 4 bits), and thus they are equal in terms of bandwidth
eﬃciency.
We use the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) of the instantaneous power normalized by











where pav denotes the average power and p is the observed
instantaneous power. The CCDF(p0) thus indicates the
probability that the normalized instantaneous power p/pav
exceeds a threshold power p0.
We first determine the shaping parameters that will be
used throughout the rest of this paper.
4.1. Simulation Setting. We choose a pulse shaping filter
g(t) as a commonly used square-root raised-cosine filter. We
consider a strictly band-limited scenario, and thus we set the
roll-oﬀ factor of g(t) as α = 0.1. The eﬀective duration of
impulse response Ks is chosen as 12 symbols. Subsequently,
the number of external memories is chosen as mex = 11.
The oversampling factor is chosen as Ns = 8 for metric
calculation in the TS process whereas we have oversampled
more than 64 times upon CCDF evaluation of PAPR.
We consider the two cases where the numbers of shaping
bits are ns = 2 and ns = 3. The memory length of the
shaping encoder is chosen as ν = 3. The limiter method is
adopted for metric calculation as described in Section 2.2.
We note that the set of optimal shaping matrices, that is, Gs,
HTs , and (H
−1
s )
T , depends on the threshold parameter pmax
in (7). Through exhaustive computer search, we found that
a parameter pmax = 1.33 results in lowest value for a CCDF
around 10−3. For each of the three labelings considered, the
resulting sets of the three matrices are listed in Tables 1 and
2 for ns = 2 and 3, respectively, where D represents a delay
element.
We note that the optimal parameter pmax and the
resulting matrices depend on the target CCDF value at which
the threshold PAPR is minimized, and they should be found
by computer simulations.
4.2. PAPR Performance Comparison. Figure 7 shows the
CCDF performances of the TS with Gray labeling where the
shaping bit location is chosen as either MSB or LSB. We also
plotted the CCDF of the unshaped 16-PSK.
From this result, we have the following remarks.
(i) For Gray labeling, allocating shaping bits to LSB
results in poorer PAPR reduction performance com-
pared to MSB bit allocation. This is consistent with
the observation made in Figure 3.
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Table 1: The optimum parameters for ns = 2 with 32-PSK.
labeling Gray Natural D-Gray













T [D 1 +D] [1 +D 1] [1 1]
Table 2: The optimum parameters for ns = 3 with 32-PSK.
labeling Gray Natural D-Gray
































































MSB (ns = 2)
MSB (ns = 3)
LSB (ns = 2)
LSB (ns = 3)
Shaping bit = LSB
Shaping bit
=MSB
Figure 7: PAPR reduction performance for trellis-shaped 32-PSK
with Gray labeling and diﬀerent shaping bit allocation (MSB or
LSB).
(ii) Performance of the TS with ns = 3 seems better than
that with ns = 2. The diﬀerence is noticeable in the
case where shaping bits are allocated to LSB.
(iii) In the case of MSB allocation, PAPR reduction from
16-PSK is more than 4.5 dB at CCDF = 10−4.
Next, we compare the CCDF performances of the TS
with Gray, natural and the proposed D-Gray labelings in









1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
Normalised instantaneous power (dB)
Gray (ns = 3)
Natural (ns = 3)
Gray (ns = 2)
Natural (ns = 2)
D-Gray (ns = 3) D-Gray (ns = 2)
Figure 8: PAPR reduction performance with diﬀerent labeling
(ns = 2, 3).
all the labelings). It can be seen that the CCDF performance
of the TS with natural labeling is better than that with
Gray labeling. The D-Gray labeling can achieve the same
performance as that of natural labeling as expected. No
noticeable performance diﬀerence is observed for ns = 2 and
ns = 3 except for the Gray labeling case.
4.3. BER Performance Comparison. The BER performances
in an AWGN channel are shown in Figure 9. The hori-
zontal axis is Eb/N0 in dB, where Eb is the signal energy
8 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing













Gray (ns = 3)
Natural (ns = 3)
Gray (ns = 2)
Natural (ns = 2)
Eb/N0 (dB)
D-Gray (ns = 3) D-Gray (ns = 2)
Figure 9: Bit error rate performance of the TS systemwith ns = 2, 3
and diﬀerent bit labelings.
per information bit. As expected, natural labeling performs
worse than Gray labeling, but the BER of D-Gray labeling
is close to that of Gray labeling. The gap of required SNR
between the latter two is only within 0.1-0.2 dB. It can be
confirmed from (15) as well as the results in Figure 9 that
the BER performance of D-Gray labeling with ns = 2 is
always better than that with ns = 3 for high SNR region. The
detailed analysis that explains the performance diﬀerence
between ns = 2 and ns = 3 is given in Section 5.
The price for the use of trellis shaping is its increased
SNR required to achieve the same BER for a given Eb/N0.
When we compare the trellis shaped 32-PSK with unshaped
16-PSK, the BER performances of shaped systems are worse
than that without shaping as observed in Figure 9. This
performance gap is verified by the fact that the distance
between neighboring signal points in 32-PSK is smaller than
that in 16-PSK. The asymptotic loss in terms of the required













which approaches 4 (6 dB) as M increases. As we have
seen previously, the use of the TS can reduce PAPR of
about 4.5 dB, which is lower than the above asymptotic
loss. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the relative loss
is considerably reduced when channel coding is employed.
Furthermore, the benefit of PAPR reduction is more than
just the SNR gain due to the increase of the transmit power.
Reducing PAPR directly enhances the power amplifier eﬃ-
ciency; it significantly reduces power consumption of analog
circuit at the transmitter with less heat dissipation. For long
distance communications from battery-driven terminals,
improvement of power amplifier eﬃciency may more than
oﬀset the associated penalty of increased Eb/N0 requirement
and signal processing complexity at the transmitter.
5. Analysis of BER Performance for Uncoded TS
Previous sections have demonstrated that the BER of the
TS depends on the bit labelings and it has been shown
that the average Hamming distance of a given bit labeling
serves as a good estimate of the BER. Strictly speaking,
however, the TS with uncoded system suﬀers from additional
bit errors associated with the introduction of syndrome
operation at the receiver [6]. Therefore, in this section,
we theoretically analyze this performance degradation and
make comparisons with the corresponding simulation results
obtained in the previous section.
5.1. Approximate BER Analysis. Let us consider the case of
Gray labeling with ns = 3 found in the previous section as a
specific example. The received shaping bits s obtained after
multiplication of z by HTs are expressed as
s = zHTs (18)

















where zi and si denote those with the ith bit positions of the
input and output of the symbol operation at the receiver.
Now, let zi,n and si,n denote those corresponding to the nth
received PSK symbol. Then, we may express (19) as
s0,n = z0,n−1 + z2,n + z2,n−3,
s1,n = z1,n−1 + z2,n + z2,n−1 + z2,n−2 + z2,n−3.
(20)
To obtain the correct value of s0,n at the receiver, we have to
receive z0,n−1, z2,n, and z2,n−3 correctly. Likewise, we have to
receive z1,n−1, z2,n, z2,n−1, z2,n−2, and z2,n−3 correctly for s1,n.
Hence, the error probability of s0,n is three times and that
of s1,n is five times as large as those without shaping. Note
that, strictly speaking, if the number of error bits is even, we
can receive s correctly. However, even numbers of bit errors
occur only with a negligible probability compared to a single
bit error in a high Eb/N0 region.
Let Pb,ui , Pb,si , and Pb,zi denote the probabilities of bit
error of nonshaping bit ui, shaping bit si, and syndrome
input zi, respectively. Then Pb,s0 and Pb,s1 with respect to
ns = 3 in the above example are expressed, respectively, as
Pb,s0 ≈ Pb,z0 + 2Pb,z2 ,
Pb,s1 ≈ Pb,z1 + 4Pb,z2 .
(21)
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On the other hand, the average BER of unshaped 32-PSK Pb
can be expressed as
Pb =
(




From the above equations, we clearly observe that Pb,av > Pb,
indicating that the average BER of the above trellis shaping is
worse than that of unshaped 32-PSK system.
Let Ai denote the ith bit of the binary vector representa-
tion of the PSK symbol A. We can then express the error rate
of this bit as
Pb,Ai ≈ db,iPM , (24)
where db,i is the bitwise average Hamming distance of the ith
bit position defined in (10). In our TS design, the shaping
bits are arranged as MSB. Consequently, zi and ui are related
to Ai as
(z0 z1 z2 u0 u1) = (A0 A1 A2 A3 A4). (25)



















Likewise, in the case of Gray labeling with ns = 2,
referring to Table 1, the shaping bits s are expressed as
s0,n = z0,n + z0,n−2 + z0,n−3 + z1,n + z1,n−3. (27)
Therefore, we obtain
Pb,s0 ≈ 3Pb,z0 + 2Pb,z1 (28)














We again observe that Pb,av > Pb in this case. The
corresponding expression of Pb,av with respect to PM can be
obtained following (26) in a straightforward manner.
Table 3 summarizes the probability Pb,av for each labeling
with both ns = 2 and ns = 3 as well as Pb of unshaped system.
We note that for all the labelings compared, Pb,av with ns = 3
is larger than that with ns = 2, which suggests that the burst
error at the syndrome operation is more significant for ns = 3
than that for ns = 2.
Finally, substituting approximate symbol error probabil-
ity of (12) into PM in the above expression, the approximate
BER performance can be calculated.
Table 3: Average BER expressions of unshaped and trellis shaped
32-PSK systems with respect to the symbol error rate PM . (For
unshaped system with D-Gray labeling, ns = 3 is used for
calculation.)
Labeling Gray Natural D-Gray











































Figure 10: Bit error rate performances of the 32-PSK TSwith ns = 3
and the three bit labelings. The corresponding unshaped 32-PSK
performances are also plotted for comparison.
5.2. Numerical Comparison. Figure 10 compares the theo-
retical BER expressions and those obtained by simulations
for trellis-shaped 32-PSK system with ns = 3 and the
three bit labelings considered in this paper. The results for
unshaped 32PSK with the three labelings are also plotted
for comparison. Both simulation and analytical results show
good agreement for high SNR region.
The major gap between shaped and unshaped systems
in terms of the required Eb/N0 is that Es = mEb for
unshapedM-PSK whereas Es = (m−1)Eb for shapedM-PSK
considered in this paper due to the reduction of information
rate associated with TS. Therefore, for a given Eb/N0, there is
a loss in terms of Es/N0 as 10 log10(m/(m−1)) . In the case of
32-PSK where m = 5, this loss turns out to be 0.97 dB. This
loss, however, becomes negligible as M increases.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
The bit labeling of signal constellation has nontrivial influ-
ence on the PAPR reduction capability of the TS scheme.
10 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
In this paper, we have investigated several bit labelings and
illuminated that the PAPR reduction capability is related
largely to the range of selectable phases. The commonly
used bit labeling, that is, a Gray labeling, is found not to be
suitable in this perspective while the natural labeling oﬀers a
better PAPR reduction. However, since the use of the latter
labeling poses some SNR loss (in an uncoded case), we have
proposed an alternative new labeling called D-Gray labeling
that exhibits the same PAPR characteristic as that of the
natural labeling but can achieve the BER performance close
to that of a Gray labeling. The BER performance of the
TS system with the considered bit labelings has been also
analyzed theoretically. Even though we have considered our
specific TS system, we note that the analysis is applicable to
general uncoded TS systems in a straightforward manner.
Throughout this paper, we have only considered the per-
formance of the system over an AWGN channel. Considering
the fact that single-carrier systems are being considered in
the high-speed mobile communication system applications,
their performances over frequency-selective fading channels
should be also investigated. In this case, the use of channel
equalization is necessary. The considered trellis shaping
is also applicable to block transmission with cyclic prefix
together with FDE as in [1], but this extension is non-
trivial since the symbol extension by cyclic prefix typically
introduces discontinuity and thus results in increase of the
peak power similar to CPM case [5]. This issue, together with
the performance evaluation of the TS system over frequency-
selective fading channels is beyond the scope of this paper
and left as our future work.
Finally, in practice, the use of channel coding is necessary
to guarantee reliable communications, and we note that
introduction of channel coding may complicate a design cri-
terion for bit labeling. This issue should also be investigated.
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